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Technical Details of the Saw Y Drive system

Overview
The Saw Y drive system has been developed as a modi cation to the standard stuga saw module to allow the system to cut Y notch shapes. A

Y notch is half of a V notch and consists of a square cut and mitre cut together. The depth of the mitre cut will produce a V notch of the correct

depth when the pieces are welded together.

The system works by using the centralise system, normally used for arrow head centralisation. Instead of cutting a 45 degree then 135

degree cut, the system cuts 90 then 45 (or 135) cuts, but importantly, the system is able to offset the centre point of this cut to vary the

depth.

Using this system has two distinct advantages

1. The Y notch is cut in one operation improving the reliability of the accuracy of the cut

2. The start point is the centralised centreline of the pro le, which means the depth is directly related to the physical pro le width, which

helps accuracy if the pro le is out of tolerance

Calculations
The SY axis datum zero point is the centreline of the pro le.

Positive SY Axis direction is from this centreline towards the rear of the machine.

Negative is away from the backfence.

The following diagram shows the Y notch calculations for a pro le of width w
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Example
For a 34.5mm deep Front Y notch in 70mm pro le:

s=-(70/2)+34.5-0.8 = -1.3

For a 38mm deep Front Y notch in 110mm pro le:

s=-(110/2)+38-0.8 = -17.8

Limitations
The system is only able to work within the mechanical limitations, which means there are issues with notches that force the sy position out of

the +/-20mm range from the centreline, or fall within a "minimum residual" limitation. See this document for details 
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